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Tips & Tricks 
The seeds and jelly of a tomato contains more flavour than the flesh and adds a richer, deeper flavour to a dish. 
Need to peel just 1 or 2 tomatoes? Microwave 1 ½ cups of water in a 2 cup measuring cup until nearly boiling. Cut a small ‘x’ in the 
bottom of the tomato and drop into the hot water for 30 seconds, then transfer to ice water. The skin should come right off. 
Store onions in an Onion Bag in a dry, well ventilated and dark location. Keep onions separate from potatoes as spuds give off           
moisture which can cause premature spoilage. 
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RECIPES 

Zucchini Tomato Casserole 
 

In a large, preheated fry pan, sauté until tender crisp: 
1 tablespoon of butter or margarine 
1 tablespoon onion, finely chopped 
5 small zucchini, thinly sliced 
dash of salt & pepper 

Drain well & arrange in a 10 cup (2 ½qt.) greased casserole dish. 
 

In a bowl, combine together: 
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese 
½ cup shredded mozzarella cheese 
1 ½ teaspoon fresh basil, minced (or substitute ¾  

     teaspoon dried basil) 
1 ½ teaspoon fresh oregano, minced (or substitute ¾ 
teaspoon dried oregano) 
2 garlic cloves, minced  
¼ teaspoon salt  
¼ teaspoon pepper 
¼ teaspoon Alpine Touch Lite All-Purpose Seasoning 

 

Layer over the zucchini mixture: 
½ the cheese mixture 
2 medium tomatoes, thinly sliced 

Top with the remaining cheese mixture. 
 

Cover with crumb topping and bake uncovered at 375°F (190°C) for 25 – 30 minutes or until tender. 

DID YOU KNOW?                   Zucchini Squash 
Anyone who has had a zucchini plant go a little crazy in their garden can tell you, the prolific zucchini squash 
can be one of your garden’s top producers. With just a couple of plants, you can have dozens of zucchinis; it’s 
no wonder there are so many recipes that call for this mild tasting squash. Its versatility is second to none as it 
can be prepared in so many ways, including raw, stir fried, baked, stuffed, deep fried, boiled, barbequed, 
steamed, and baked into breads and cakes. 
 

Squash plants are a new world species whose seeds were brought back with explorers to the Mediterranean and African regions.              
The squash variety of what we now recognize as a zucchini was developed in Italy in the 1800’s and was returned to the Americas  
with Italian immigrants. 
 

Don’t overlook the flowers if you are growing zucchini; these beautiful yellow flowers are considered a delicacy and can be eaten either  
raw or cooked. Look for flowers that are firm and fresh, remove the pistols and stamens before preparing. This can be a delicious way to 
control an overabundance, but just be sure to leave some to pollinate and grow. 
 

Immature zucchini (8” or smaller) are considered ideal as they are sweet, tender, and the seeds are immature and soft. The delicate      
flavour is best when not overcooked, as the flesh can easily turn to mush. A quick stir-fry in a light oil and fresh herbs is all that is needed. 
 

Zucchini grow fast. It doesn’t take long to be bombarded with a giant zucchini or two. These can be fibrous and seedy but when de-seeded, 
and grated, they make an excellent addition to baked goods. 
 

Zucchini noodles have become a phenomenon in the last few years. Using spiralized zucchini in place of traditional pasta noodles is a      
delicious way to add more vegetables to a meal, cut carbohydrates, or as a gluten-free alternative to pasta.  
Wanting to give this a try before ordering a spiralizer? Cut long, thin strips using a vegetable peeler to make  
Pappardelle-style ‘noodles’. 
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Crumb Topping 
In a fry pan, sauté until tender: 

4 ½ tablespoons butter or margarine 
3 tablespoons onion, finely chopped 

Add and toss to combine: 
1 ½ cups dry bread crumbs 

Sprinkle crumb mixture on top of         
casserole. 

Note: This can be made a day ahead. Cover and keep in the fridge, but don’t add the crumb topping 
until you are ready to bake.  To reheat, bake covered for about 50-60 min., uncovering last 15 min.  

Rada Tomato Slicer 
No kitchen is compete without a Rada 

Tomato Slicer. Cuts cleanly through   
without squashing. Try it on avocados, 

hard boiled eggs & lemons. 
#R126 or W216   $12.99 

OXO Good Grips Spiralizer 

Mountains of curly fries, piles of zucchini 
pasta and eye-catching salads with     

ribbons of cucumber. This spiralizer has 3 
colour coded blades, including a spaghetti 

cut, fettuccine cut and ribbon cut. 
#11151400-D   $65.99 



Scoop / Spread / Scrape Tool 
Use the angled scraper end to reach deep into   
cans and jars or to scrape a mixing bowl clean.    

The slightly rounded scoop is great for  
mixing batter or stirring soup. 

#1721-N   $12.99 
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Double Barrel Grater/Slicer 
with Corn Cutter 

 

Create your own cheese blends in one step for the 
best nacho’s, cheese buns, pasta bakes and more 

with this unique double hopper design. The double 
hopper gives you unlimited options for grating and 

slicing when you use it in tandem with the two 
different grating/slicing drums. For example, you 

can simultaneously grate a carrot and slice a      
cucumber for a quick salad topping or fine grate 

chocolate with coarser nuts for cookies.  
The Corn Cutter Drums’ stainless steel teeth  

remove kernels from the cob quickly and  
with minimal mess.  

Strong suction base keeps the Grater/Slicer  
firmly attached to any smooth, dry surface. 

#391-N   $79.99 

 

Lid Lifters 
Cute and Practical! These little farm animals prop 
open your pot lids just enough for air to circulate. 

This allows excess steam to escape and helps     
prevent a messy boil over. Package includes a set of 
3 animals - red rooster, pink pig, and white sheep. 

Dishwasher safe silicone. 
#TV814467-NA   $13.99 

Onion Holder & Hand Odour Bar 
Safely and securely slice and dice onions, slice 
potatoes like a pro and use the long prongs for 

tenderizing meat. The stainless steel prongs hold 
and act as a slicing guide for perfect slices while 
keeping your fingers away from blades. Includes 
stainless steel odor bar to neutralize onion and 

garlic odours on your hands. 
#TEWQF003-DS   $19.99 

Onion Bag 
Sturdy burlap bag with a mesh lining allows air to 

circulate preventing premature spoilage and waste. 
Easy to fill from the top while the zippered side 

makes it easy to reach in and grab an onion. 
#20195-NA   $10.99 

Stuffing Bags and Soup Socks 
Turkey dinners are a little easier when  

you have these on hand.  
Use a Stuffing Bag to hold your stuffing and when 
your bird is done, you simply pull the bag with all 

the stuffing from the cavity.  
Ready to make stock? Put the bones & veggies into 
the Soup Sock. Once your stock is finished, carefully 
remove the bag & discard without need to strain. 

 

Stuffing Bags - #RW875-NA   $7.79  
Soup Socks - #RW825-NA   $7.79 

 

Silicone No-Mess Baster 
Do you get frustrated with greasy messes on your 

counter? Do you get even more frustrated when you 
go to use your bulb baster and discover that the 

bulb has rotted? Then this baster is for you! The flat 
top design allows it to stand upright, keeping liquids 
where they belong and the silicone bulb will not rot. 

Order today. 
#6021-F   $25.99 

Cuisipro Roast & Serve Rack 
There is no need to have a separate rack and lifter 
when the Roast & Serve does both! Roast meat on 

the rack, then use it to transfer to your serving 
platter. Pull the pin and the rack sides are easily            

removed leaving the meat ready to serve or carve.  
#746780-BR   $33.99 

Silicone Roast Rack 
Elevate your roasts, chickens, and fish for  
faster, healthier cooking. Heat resistant,  

food grade silicone won’t scratch pans and can  
also be used as a trivet to protect your countertop.  

9” x 6” x 1” (23cm x 15cm x 2.5cm) 
rectangular #299-N   oval #405-N 

$29.99 each 

‘My Favourite’ Beveled Nylon Spatula 
One of our best selling lifters. This sturdy, yet  

flexible spatula is perfect for dishing up everything 
from burgers to apple dumplings. One piece nylon 
construction won’t scratch your non-stick surfaces. 

#97-N   $6.99 

Pie Crust Bag 
The fool proof and less messy way to make pie 

crusts. Zip up your pastry in the bag and roll it out as 
you normally would. The flour stays in the bag and 
your pastry doesn’t get stuck to the counter. The     

silicone pie bag has pre-printed measurements from 
6” to 12” and is dishwasher safe. 

Plastic - #47903-F   $6.49 
Silicone - #11211100G-D   $23.99 

Grating Drum  
coarse and/or fine 

grating 
 

Corn Cutter Drum 
quickly strips  

kernels from cob 
 

Slice/Grate Drum 
thin slicing and/or 

coarse grating 
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